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Safe and user-friendly locker 
system in the office

Complete Lockersystem

Our electronic locker system has all the functionalities 
required to provide users of office lockers with optimum 
ease of use. Staff members can use a locker via one or more 
central screens (terminals) to safely store their personal 
belongings. This can be done via an authentication option 
chosen by you, for example by using (the current) staff card, 
badge, self-invented PIN code or an RFID card.

The lockers can be set for alternating and regular users. It 
is also possible to indicate per individual locker whether it 
should be set for alternating or fixed use. With “changing 
users”, the lockers will be released automatically when an 
employee removes their belongings from the locker, making 
“the empty locker” immediately available for the next user. 
When there are lockers that are set up for “regular users”, 
the lockers will be assigned to one person, without anyone 
else using the locker, with the exception of the 
administrator (s).

Each company has its own house style and design. That is 
why it is important that the lockers also fit perfectly with 
the current interior. Due to our wide range of lockers, color 
choice, materials and all customization options, we can 
supply and produce lockers that fully match the design of 
your office.
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A safe and reliable locker 
system in the office

Olssen electronic lockers 
are everywhere

Our electronic locker system can be fully assembled 

according to your wishes with all the features and 

possibilities that are available. The wishes and needs of 

you and your employees will be central to the decision 

which functionalities the lockers should contain. For 

example, the lockers can be equipped with charging 

points for electronics. This way, employees can safely store 

and charge a laptop or mobile phone at the same time.

In recent years, Olssen has been able to install many 

unique locker systems at various leading companies. 

The employees of the KLM office, the Municipality 

of Lansingerland, Tommy Hilfiger, Zorgverzekeraars 

Nederland and many more all use Olssen’s safe and reliable 

locker system. Both the administrators and the users of our 

locker systems enjoy the optimal ease of use and reliability 

of the lockers.

Flex users in combination with regular users.

Authentication via RFID badge, pin code, 
fingerprint or (existing) staff card.

Management through web application in the 
cloud

Integration within the existing IT environment
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Unique smart lockers 
for KLM Topside

In early 2020, Olssen proudly completed a new project 
successfully. This time, the KLM Topsite office is equipped 
with different types of lockers to offer optimal service to 
staff. For example, electronic laptop lockers, clothing 
lockers and lockers for personal items have been placed. 
The locker system is integrated into KLM’s IT environment, 
which means that staff badges can also be used to operate 
the lockers.

The wishes of both the administrators and staff of KLM 
Topsite have been the starting point for all functions and 
possibilities that the lockers now contain. For example, a 
unique embossing has been placed on part of the lockers.
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Parabool 28

3364DH, Sliedrecht

The Netherlands

(NL) +31 (0) 184 611 400

(BE) +32 (0) 78 480 593

info@olssen.nl


